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The question whether nucleon properties are modified by the nuclear medium is a central issue in nuclear physics. For example, a wide variety of QCD-based models, including
quark-meson coupling and chiral-quark soliton models, predict that the nuclear constituents
change properties with increasing density. These changes are predicted to lead to observable
changes in the nucleon structure functions and electromagnetic form factors. However, the
experimental identification of these modifications is made difficult by the necessary presence
of the nuclear medium, which also interacts with the incident and ejectile particles. Polarization transfer in quasi-elastic nucleon knockout is sensitive to the properties of the nucleon
in the nuclear medium, while being influenced to a lesser degree by FSI and MEC effects
than other methods.
To test these predictions, a series of recent experiments at MAMI and Jefferson Lab
measured the proton recoil polarization in the 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H reaction, with the most precise
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data at Q2 = 0.8 (GeV/c)2 and at 1.3 (GeV/c)2 from E03-104. These results put strong
constraints on available model calculations, such that below Q2 = 1.3 (GeV/c)2 the measured
ratios of polarization-transfer are successfully described in a fully relativistic calculation
when including a medium modification of the proton form factors or, alternatively, by strong
charge-exchange final-state interactions.
The thus constrained models, however, give very different predictions for Q2 ≥ 1.3
(GeV/c)2 . We therefore propose to measure the proton recoil polarization in the quasielastic 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H reaction at Q2 = 1.8 (GeV/c)2 . The proposed data are decidedly
valuable to refute either of these approaches and to shed more light on possible proton
medium modifications. We request 12 days of beam for this first part of the experiment.
Medium modifications are often assumed to depend on the mean nuclear density. In other
approaches, they are shown to depend explicitly upon the momentum of the bound nucleon.
We are therefore proposing to study the polarization-transfer ratio in the 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H
and 2 H(~e, e0 p~ )n reactions, to compare the knockout of tightly and weakly bound protons.
We also propose to measure not only at small values of missing momentum, where models
can be calibrated and reaction-mechanism effects are shown to be small, but also at larger
missing momenta, where the off-shellness or virtuality of the bound proton is large. Such
measurements allow us to further probe the bound nucleon electromagnetic current, including
possible medium modifications of the proton electromagnetic form factor. We request 25
days to probe different virtualities of the knocked out proton in both the 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H and
2
H(~e, e0 p~ )n reactions in a wide range of missing momenta from −200 to +300 MeV/c in
parallel kinematics at Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 .
For both Q2 values, we also propose to take additional ~ep data as reference point for elastic
electron scattering on a free proton.
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I.

PHYSICS MOTIVATION
A.

Introduction

The underlying theory of strong interactions is Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD),
yet there are no ab-initio calculations of nuclei available. Nuclei are effectively and well
described as clusters of protons and neutrons held together by a strong, long-range force
mediated by meson exchange, whereas the saturation properties of nuclear matter arise
from the short-range, repulsive part of the strong interaction [1]. At nuclear densities of
about 0.17 nucleons/fm3 , nucleon wave functions have significant overlap. In the chiral
limit, one expects nucleons to lose their identity altogether and nuclei to make a transition
to a quark-gluon plasma [2]. This phase transition is extensively being studied at the RHIC
facility.
Within QCD, there is no known way to derive anything like an atomic nucleus in which
the constituents do not change as the mean density (or temperature) goes away from zero
[3]. The discovery of the nuclear EMC effect, the depletion of the deep inelastic structure
function observed in the valence quark regime, almost twenty years ago brought the subjects
of quarks into nuclear physics with great impact. The EMC effect is also subject of a
broad experimental program in Hall C, where the F2 structure function in inclusive electron
scattering off nuclei at large Q2 has been measured in a series of experiments: E89-008 [4],
E02-019 [5], and most recently in E03-103 [6]. The latter is a precision measurement of the
EMC effect in both few-body nuclei and heavy nuclei [7]. Still, the specific causes of the
modifications observed in the nuclear structure functions have not yet been identified with
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certainty [8]. Miller and Smith [9] argue that the depletion is due to some interesting effect
involving dynamics beyond the conventional nucleon-meson treatment of nuclear physics.
One such explanation is a medium modification of bound nucleon structure. A variety of
models predict measurable deviations from the free space nucleon form factor ratio GE /GM
in the nuclear medium: A calculation by Lu et al. [10, 11], using a quark-meson coupling
(QMC) model, suggests a measurable deviation from the free-space electromagnetic form
factor over the four-momentum-transfer squared Q2 range 0.0 < Q2 < 2.5 (GeV/c)2 . Similar
measurable effects have been calculated in a light-front-constituent quark model by Frank
et al. [12], a modified Skyrme model by Yakshiev et al. [13], a chiral quark-soliton model
(CQS) by Smith and Miller [14], and the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model [15, 16]. See Fig. 1
for a comparison of the QMC- and CQS-model results. Medium modifications of nucleon
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FIG. 1.
The double ratio, (GE (Q2 )/GM (Q2 ))medium /(GE (Q2 )/GM (Q2 ))free , of the electric to
magnetic form factors in nuclear matter and in the vacuum from the CQS model [14] (heavy) and
the QMC model [10, 11] (light). Three densities are shown: 0.5ρ0 (long dashes), 1.0ρ0 (solid), and
1.5ρ0 (short dashes). Figure taken from [14].

properties in nuclear matter and finite nuclei have been also discussed by Wen and Shen
[17]. Furthermore, the nuclear modification of axial form factors [18, 19] also may be
measured. The connection between the modifications induced by the nuclear medium of
the nucleon form factors and of the deep inelastic structure functions is discussed by Liuti
[20] using the concept of generalized parton distributions (GPDs). Guzey et al. [21] have
studied incoherent deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) on 4 He in the 4 He(e, e0 γp)X
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reaction, which probes medium-modifications of the bound nucleon GPDs and elastic form
factors. They have also investigated medium modification of the quark contribution to the
spin sum rule [22]. These calculations are generally consistent with present constraints on
possible medium modifications for both the electric form factor (from the Coulomb Sum
Rule, for Q2 < 0.5 (GeV/c)2 [23–25]) and the magnetic form factor (from a y-scaling analysis
[26] for Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2 ), and limits on the scaling of nucleon magnetic moments in nuclei
[27].
Thus, although models using free nucleons and mesons as quasi-particles are successful
in the description of many aspects of nuclear physics, one may expect that, under certain
circumstances, their use is a highly uneconomical approach, especially given that these
are not the fundamental entities of the underlying theory. The use of medium-modified
nucleons as quasi-particles may be a better choice. To experimentally demonstrate any
modification of the nucleon form factors, one is required to have excellent control over the
reaction mechanism effects [28]. The nucleus, as a bound many-body quantum system, has
inherent many-body effects, such as meson-exchange currents (MEC) and isobar configurations (IC). In addition, when probing nuclear structure one has to deal with final-state
interactions (FSI). A change in the spatial structure of the nucleon, as expressed in medium
modifications of the nucleon form factors, implies that one treats observed medium effects
as density dependent one-body effects, and assumes that the major part of the many-body
effects are therein incorporated. If medium-modified nucleon form factors are defined, in
principle medium-modified many body effects are also required in order to perform a rigorous calculation of nuclear structure.
There is no experimental way to distinguish between both approaches: the notion of
medium modification of single particle properties like, e.g., the electromagnetic form factors
of a nucleon, in a nuclear environment is a purely theoretical concept. Thus, distinguishing
possible changes in the spatial structure of nucleons embedded in a nucleus from more
conventional many-body effects is only possible within the context of a model. We argue
the quasi-elastic proton knockout in the proposed 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H and 2 H(~e, e0 p~ )n reactions
to be the most directly accessible experimental method to challenge conventional mesonnucleon modeling where these conventional effects are suppressed.

B.

Recoil Polarization in Quasi-Elastic Electron Scattering

One of the most intuitive methods to investigate the properties of nucleons inside nuclei
is quasi-elastic scattering off nuclei. Since the charge and magnetic responses of a single
nucleon are quite well studied from elastic scattering experiments, measuring the same
response from quasi-elastic scattering off nuclei and comparing with a single nucleon is
likely to shed light on the question. Polarization transfer in quasi-elastic nucleon knockout
is sensitive to the properties of the nucleon in the nuclear medium, including possible
modification of the nucleon form factor and/or spinor. This can be seen from free electronnucleon scattering, where the ratio of the electric to magnetic Sachs form factors, GE and
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GM , is given by [29, 30]:
P 0 Ee + Ee0
GE
= − x0 ·
tan(θe /2),
GM
Pz
2mp

(1)

where Px0 and Pz0 are the transverse and longitudinal transferred polarizations; see Fig. 2.
The beam energy is Ee , the energy (angle) of the scattered electron is Ee0 (θe ) and mp is
the proton mass. This relation was extensively used to extract GE /GM for the proton, see
e.g. [31–35].
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FIG. 2. Coordinate system used to define the components of the recoil proton polarization in the
4
He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H reaction. The z axis is along the momentum transfer, the x axis is in the scattering
plane perpendicular to the momentum transfer ~q and the y axis is perpendicular to the scattering
plane, forming a right-handed system.

When such measurements are performed on a nuclear target in quasi-elastic kinematics,
the experimental results for the polarization-transfer ratio are conveniently expressed in
terms of the polarization double ratio
R=

(Px0 /Pz0 )A
,
(Px0 /Pz0 )1 H

(2)

where the polarization-transfer ratio for the quasi-elastic proton knockout A(~e, e0 p~) reaction
is normalized to the polarization-transfer ratio measured in elastic 1 H(~e, e0 p~) scattering in
the identical setting in order to emphasize differences between the in-medium compared
to the free values. Such a double ratio cancels also nearly all experimental systematic
uncertainties. A proper interpretation of the results requires accounting for such effects as
FSI and MEC. At high momentum transfer, however, the contribution of many-body and
rescattering mechanisms are strongly suppressed and spin observables provide us with a
way to study the behavior of the nucleon form factors in the nuclear medium [36].

C.

Previous Experimental Results

JLab Experiment E89-033 was the first to measure the polarization transfer in a complex nucleus, 16 O [37]. The results are consistent with predictions of relativistic calculations
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FIG. 3. Bound-to-free polarization-transfer double ratio R at low missing momenta for 2 H(~e, e0 p~)n
(open triangles) from [41] and for 4 He(~e, e0 p~)3 H (closed circles) from [42–44] as a function of Q2 .
The curve shows a result of a calculation by Arenhövel (dashed line) for deuterium.

based on the free proton from factor with an experimental uncertainty of about 18%. Polarization transfer has been used previously to study nuclear medium effects in deuterium
[38–40]. Within statistical uncertainties, no evidence of medium modifications was found.
More recently, polarization-transfer data on 2 H were measured in JLab experiment E89028 [41], under conditions very similar to those for experiment E93-049 on 4 He. Realistic
calculations to describe this reaction were performed by Arenhövel. Experimental results
(open triangles) for the 2 H-to-1 H polarization-transfer double ratio, along with the results
of a calculation by Arenhövel (dashed curve), are shown in Fig. 3. Arenhövel’s full calculation describes the 2 H data well. As the sampled density is small and the bound proton
in 2 H is nearly on mass-shell, it is not surprising that there are no indications for medium
modifications of the proton electromagnetic form factors in the 2 H data.
One might expect to find larger medium effects in 4 He, with its significantly higher
density. Indeed, recent Jefferson Lab Experiment E03-103 has measured the EMC effect
for various nuclei and results indicate that the nuclear dependence of the cross section
is nearly identical for 4 He and 12 C [7]. Although estimates of the many-body effects in
4 He may be more difficult than in 2 H, calculations for 4 He indicate they are small [36].
The first 4 He(~e, e0 p~)3 H proton recoil-polarization measurements were performed at MAMI
at Q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2 [42] and at Jefferson Lab Hall A at Q2 = 0.5, 1.0, 1.6, and 2.6
(GeV/c)2 , E93-049 [43]. Experiment E03-104 extended these measurements with two highprecision points at Q2 = 0.8 and 1.3 (GeV/c)2 [44]. The results are shown in Fig. 3 (solid
points). The missing-mass technique was used to identify 3 H in the final state. For a
reliable interpretation of the experimental data it is imperative to have good control over
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conventional many-body effects in the reaction. All these data were thus taken in quasielastic kinematics at low missing momentum with symmetry about the three-momentumtransfer direction to minimize these effects. Furthermore, they can be studied with the
induced polarization, Py , which is a direct measure of final-state interactions. Inducedpolarization data were taken simultaneously to the polarization-transfer data.
Figure 4 shows the results for Py . The induced polarization is small at the low missing
momenta in this measurement. The sizable systematic uncertainties are due to possible instrumental asymmetries. Dedicated data were taken during E03-104 to study these and help
significantly reduce systematic uncertainties in the extraction of Py . The data are compared
with results of a relativistic distorted-wave impulse approximation (RDWIA) calculation by
the Madrid group [47–49]. In this model FSI are incorporated using an updated version of
the RLF relativistic optical potentials [51, 52] that distort the final nucleon wave function;
the MRW optical potential of [53], used in [44], does not yield an as good description of Py
as the modified RLF potential shown here. Charge-exchange terms are not taken into account in the Madrid RDWIA calculation; preliminary studies show, however, that there are
of small effect in this model [54]. Calculations are shown for choices of cc1 and cc2 current
operators as defined in [55]. The choice cc1 yields the largest prediction for Py in absolute
value and describes the data well; possibly hinting at the importance of the lower spinor
components in this relativistic calculation; see [49]. We note that these RDWIA calculations
provide also good descriptions of, e.g., the induced polarizations as measured at Bates in the
12 C(e,e0 p
~) reaction [49, 56] and of AT L in 16 O(e, e0 p) as previously measured at JLab [57].
While the polarization-transfer observables are expected to be sensitive to possible nucleon
medium modifications, results of the RDWIA calculation including medium-modified form
factors show only some small effect on the induced polarization. The data are also compared
with the results of a calculation from Schiavilla et al. [46] (shaded band). That model uses
variational wave functions for the bound three- and four-nucleon systems, non-relativistic
MEC and free nucleon form factors. The FSIs are treated within the optical potential
framework and include both spin-independent and spin-dependent charge-exchange terms
which play a crucial role in the prediction of Py . Note that the charge-exchange term gives
the largest contribution to Schiavilla’s calculation of Py . This model describes the data well
after being constrained to the new data from E03-104.
The 4 He polarization-transfer double ratio is shown in Figure 5. The recent data from
E03-104 (filled circles) [44] are consistent with the previous data from E93-049 [43] and
MAMI [42] (open symbols). The polarization-transfer ratio (Px0 /Pz0 ) in the (~e, e0 p~) reaction
on helium is significantly different from those on deuterium or hydrogen. The helium data
are compared with results of the same RDWIA calculations by the Madrid group [47–49]
(dotted curves) as in Fig. 4. MEC are not explicitly included in the Madrid calculation.
Predictions by Meucci et al. [58] show that the two-body current (the seagull diagram)
effects on the polarization-transfer ratio are generally small; less than 3 % at low missing
momenta and visible only at high missing momenta. It can be seen that the Madrid RDWIA
calculation (dotted curves) overpredicts the data. The agreement of the Madrid model with
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FIG. 4. 4 He(e, e0 p~)3 H induced polarization data from Jefferson Lab experiment E93-049 [43] along
with results from experiment E03-104 [45]. The data are compared to calculations from Schiavilla
et al. [46] and the Madrid group [47–49] using the cc1 (lower set of curves) and cc2 (upper set of
curves) current operators. In-medium form factors from the QMC [10] (solid curve) and CQS [14]
(dashed curve) models were used in two of the Madrid calculations. Note that the comparison is
made for missing momentum pm ≈ 0 and that the experimental data have been corrected for the
spectrometer acceptance for this comparison.
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FIG. 5. 4 He(~e, e0 p~)3 H polarization-transfer double ratio R as a function of Q2 from Mainz [42] and
Jefferson Lab experiments E93-049 [43] (open symbols) and E03-104 [44] (filled circles). The data
are compared to calculations from the Madrid group [47–49], using the cc1 (lower set of curves) and
cc2 (upper set of curves) current operators, and Schiavilla et al. [46] as in Fig. 4. Not shown are
a relativistic Glauber model calculation by the Ghent group [50] and results from Laget [36] which
give both a value of R ≈ 1.
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the polarization-transfer data is improved after including the density-dependent mediummodified form factors from the QMC [10] or CQS [14] models in the RDWIA calculation
(solid and dashed curves). This agreement has been interpreted as possible evidence of
proton medium modifications [43]. An alternative interpretation of the observed suppression of the polarization-transfer ratio is offered within the more traditional calculation by
Schiavilla et al. [46] (shaded band). Schiavilla’s calculation uses free nucleon form factors
and explicitly includes MEC effects which are suppressing R by almost 4%.
Currently, the 4 He(~e, e0 p~)3 H polarization-transfer data can be well described by either
the inclusion of medium-modified form factors or strong charge-exchange FSI in the models.
The difference in the modeling of final-state interactions is the origin of the major part of
the difference between the results of the calculations by Madrid et al. [47–49] and Schiavilla
et al. [46] for the polarization observables. Optical potentials in these models have now
been constrained to the new induced polarization data from E03-104.

II.

PROPOSED EXPERIMENT
A.

Overview

In this experiment, we propose to take production data on three targets: 1 H, 2 H, and 4 He.
The data on hydrogen will provide the reference point for elastic electron scattering on a free
proton. As the induced polarization Py from hydrogen is zero in the one-photon-exchange
approximation, these data will also help to understand the instrumental asymmetries of the
Focal Plane Polarimeter (FPP). Case in point is our recent experiment E03-104 [45] where
ep data have been essential to reduce the systematic uncertainty on the Py extraction by a
factor of four when compared to previous, similar measurements from E93-049.
The data on deuterium will provide a link between free ep scattering and quasi-elastic
proton knockout in 4 He. The 2 H and 4 He data have in common that in both cases the
reaction takes place on a bound, off-shell nucleus. While the proton in helium is tightly
bound in a nuclear medium which is much denser than that in deuterium similar nucleon
virtualities can be reached in both, the 2 H(e, e0 p)n and 4 He(e, e0 p)3 H reactions at larger
missing momenta; see Fig. 6. Here, the proton virtuality is defined as v = p2 −m2p , where p is
the four-momentum of the bound proton. In impulse approximation p2 = (mA −Em )2 −p2m ,
where Em and pm are respectively the missing energy and momentum in the A(e, e0 p)
reaction. The origin of medium effects, as density dependent or bound-nucleon-momentum
dependent, will thus become apparent in a comparison between both of these data.
The target nucleus 4 He is optimal for further study since its relative simplicity allows for
realistic microscopic calculations and since its high density enhances any possible medium
effects. Also, a variety of calculations for the 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H reaction indicate that polarization transfer observables are influenced little by FSI and MEC effects, amounting to only
about a 10% correction [36, 47–49, 59]. If, instead of 4 He, one would be able to use a heavier target nucleus, or any nuclear transition, that effectively probes some higher nuclear
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FIG. 6. The proton virtuality is a function of the missing momentum in the A(e, e0 p) reaction. Similar proton virtualities are experimentally accessible in the 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H and 2 H(~e, e0 p~ )n reactions
at larger missing momenta.

density region than in the 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H reaction, this would be worthwhile. However, in
terms of the effective density sampled in the (e, e0 p) reaction, 4 He is only marginally less
dense than heavier nuclei. The average density as sampled in, e.g., the 16 O(e, e0 p) reaction
is only slightly larger than that for the 4 He(e, e0 p) reaction (which is about 0.25 times the
nuclear matter density), whereas microscopic calculations may be more troublesome, and
experimental rates are smaller. Furthermore, Coulomb corrections are more of an issue for
heavier nuclei. On the technical side, 4 He can easily withstand high beam currents (possible
target boiling effects do not affect the polarization measured). Therefore, 4 He remains the
target of choice.
The proposed measurement has two parts. As first part we propose to measure one new
high-precision data point of the 4 He polarization-transfer double ratio at Q2 = 1.8 (GeV/c)2 ;
see Fig. 7. Current quite different, state of the art, models which employ free nucleon form
factors (Madrid RDWIA and Schiavilla) agree in their predictions above Q2 = 1.3 (GeV/c)2
where ambiguities in the choice of the current operator become smaller. Including medium
modifications of the proton form factors in the Madrid calculations, on the other hand,
results in an easily observable reduction of the polarization-transfer double ratio of at least
5%. A new, high precision data point at Q2 = 1.8 (GeV/c)2 will be decidedly valuable to
refute either of these approaches: If a new result agrees with that set of calculations without
the need of medium modified form factors it will seriously challenge the present models of
in-medium effects. If, on the other hand, the new data will agree with those predictions
which include the QMC or CQS form factors it is very hard to see how this observation can
be reconciled in the other models given the already tight constrains from E03-104.
As second part we propose an extensive study of the proton recoil-polarization observables as a function of missing momentum or proton virtuality in both the 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H and
2 H(~
e, e0 p~ )n reactions at Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 . On the one hand, the cross section and the
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FIG. 7. Previous polarization-transfer double ratios for 4 He(~e, e0 p~)3 H (open symbols) along with
arbitrarily placed proposed data (solid points). The proposed data are integrated over a missing
momentum range of |pm | < 100 MeV/c for 1.0 (GeV/c)2 and over |pm | < 175 MeV/c for 1.8
(GeV/c)2 . The data are compared with various model calculations; as in for Fig. 4. The inner
error bar reflects statistical uncertainties only, while the outer bar includes the effect of projected
experimental systematic uncertainties.

magnitude of the polarization-transfer coefficients at Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 are large enough to
allow for adequate precision; a similar measurement at Q2 = 1.5 (GeV/c)2 would require,
depending on the beam energy, about four to six times more beam time. On the other
hand, the value of Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 is also sufficiently high that RDWIA and Schiavilla
approaches begin to yield similar results and modern Eikonal descriptions [60] begin to work.
Ciofi degli Atti et al. [61] argue that the modification of the wave function of the bound
nucleon in a nucleus should strongly depend on the momentum of the nucleon. Figure 8
shows R as a function of the proton virtuality. The same proton virtuality can be accessed
in the 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H and 2 H(~e, e0 p~ )n reactions within the same experimental setup for nucleon knockout at a missing momentum of about 220 MeV/c. At these missing momenta
both reactions are thus suited to address the question whether medium modifications, as
often considered, depend on the mean nuclear density, or explicitly upon the momentum of
the nucleon. We are therefore proposing to study the polarization-transfer ratio not only at
small values of missing momentum, where models can be calibrated and reaction-mechanism
effects are shown to be small, but also at larger values of missing momentum, in order to
test this argument.
These expected data could put much stronger constraints on possible medium effects,
including the medium-modification of the proton structure, than the previous data do.
The coverage and expected precision of these data as a function of proton virtuality are
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current operators cc1 (solid curves) and cc2 (dotted curves). The points indicate previous data
[41, 44] and the statistical uncertainties of the proposed data and which are arbitrarily placed on
the RDWIA (cc1) curve for 4 He and at R = 1 for 2 H.
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FIG. 9. The double ratio R versus proton virtuality for Q2 = 0.8 and 1.3 (GeV/c)2 [44]. The
dashed line is a linear fit to the data constrained to have a y intercept value of one at zero proton
virtuality. The bands represent RPWIA (light grey), RDWIA calculations (grey), and RDWIA +
QMC calculations (dark grey) [47–49]. Figure taken from [44].
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shown in Fig. 8 for the Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 setting. The proposed 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H data
substantially expand the range covered by our previous experiment E03-104 [44], Fig. 9,
while the proposed 2 H(~e, e0 p~ )n data cover the full range from nearly on-shell up to the large
values of proton virtuality reached in 4 He, far exceeding earlier data of Hu et al. [41]. We
will concentrate on the x > 1 region where FSI effects are found to be restricted and which
is most suitable for probing the bound nucleon electromagnetic current [60].
Polarization transfer in the quasi-elastic proton-knockout reaction is arguably one of the
most direct experimental methods to identify nuclear-medium changes to nucleon properties,
which are predicted by QCD-based models, as other conventional medium effects, such as
many-body currents and final state interactions, are suppressed. Furthermore, the possible
role of FSI in the interpretation of these data can be constrained by our data on the induced
polarization Py .
In continuation of the series of our earlier experiments at MAMI and JLab Hall A (E93049 and E03-104), we propose to measure the proton-recoil polarization observables in the
4 He(~
e, e0 p~ )3 H, 2 H(~e, e0 p~ )n, and 1 H(~e, e0 p~ ) reactions in Hall C. Key features of the new
experiment include:
1. We propose to measure two new high-precision data points of the polarization-transfer
double ratio at Q2 = 1.0 and 1.8 (GeV/c)2 to study thoroughly the Q2 dependence
of possible modifications of in-medium proton form factors; Fig. 7.
2. We propose a significantly improved proton virtuality coverage at Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2
to study the expected strong dependence of medium effects on the momentum of the
bound nucleon; Fig. 8.
(a) Here, we propose to measure a range covering about pm = −200 MeV/c to +300
MeV/c in parallel kinematics, with special emphasis on the x > 1 region.
(b) We propose to take data from 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H and 2 H(~e, e0 p~ )n to compare knockout data of tightly and weakly bound protons to further probe the bound nucleon
electromagnetic current including possible medium modifications of the proton
electromagnetic form factor. Modern calculations are readily available for both
reactions; e.g. [46–49, 60, 62].

B.

Kinematics

The proposed settings for this experiment are listed in Table I, all of which are for the
proton detection along the q-vector (parallel kinematics). The “standard 12 GeV tune”
1-pass and 2-pass beam energies are used. Since we expect relatively little demand for
these standard low beam energies, we hope their use will simplify the scheduling of the
experiment. Since we propose to detect protons for angles as large as 57.4◦ , the HMS must
be used for proton detection and the SHMS for electron detection [63]. Thus, the FPP will
be installed in the HMS for this experiment, which poses no technical difficulties.
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For each of the settings listed in Table I, HMS+SHMS simulations were performed
with SIMC, using the SHMS matrix elements updated by Dave Gaskell in December, 2009.
Acceptance cuts of HMS |δp/p| < 8%, HMS |x0target | < 60 mrad, and SHMS −10% < δp/p <
22% were applied. The simulated SHMS+HMS coincidence acceptances for the proposed
Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 settings are shown in Fig. 10.
TABLE I. Proposed parallel kinematics. The scattered electron will be detected in the SHMS and
the proton spin analyzed in the HMS FPP. For each Q2 , seven hydrogen elastics settings are planned,
spanning the range of HMS momentum indicated.
Target

Ee

pm

E e0

θ e0

(GeV) (GeV/c) (GeV) (deg)

pp

θp

Current

Time

(GeV/c)

(deg)

(µA)

(hr)

Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 Settings
4

He

2

1

H

H

2.250

2.250

2.250

+0.220

1.902 27.98

0.839

57.40

75

250

+0.140

1.836 28.49

0.942

53.98

75

48

0.0

1.686 29.75

1.148

46.80

75

48

+0.220

1.902 27.97

0.839

57.42

75

150

+0.140

1.849 28.38

0.937

54.68

75

16

0.0

1.714 29.50

1.135

48.05

50

6

0.0

1.717 29.48 1.021 – 1.296 48.20

25

7 × 3.0

Q2 = 1.8 (GeV/c)2 Settings
4

He

1

4 He

H

4.400

0.0

3.401 19.97

1.673

43.99

75

225

4.400

0.0

3.441 19.85 1.484 – 1.885 45.12

75

7 × 6.0

Q2 Distribution The settings in Table I will allow the precision of the polarizationtransfer double ratios R at Q2 =1.0 and 1.8 (GeV/c)2 to be greatly improved. Projected
uncertainties are shown in Fig. 7. For the purposes of these estimates, Q2 binning cuts of
0.85 < Q2 < 1.15 (GeV/c)2 , and 1.60 < Q2 < 2.00 (GeV/c)2 , were applied, yielding ratio
measurements at mean Q2 values of 0.99 and 1.76 (GeV/c)2 . Missing momentum cuts,
|pm | < 100 MeV/c at Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 and |pm | < 175 MeV/c at Q2 = 1.8 (GeV/c)2 ,
would be placed to ensure that the missing momenta for each point is small and averages
to nearly zero.
Virtuality Distributions We propose to take additional 2 H and 4 He data at Q2 = 1.0
(GeV/c)2 spanning a wide range of missing momentum (or proton virtuality) in parallel
kinematics. The justification of these studies is to probe for momentum dependent effects
upon the wave function of the bound nucleon. At this Q2 , the data come in relatively
quickly. Several SHMS+HMS coincidence settings are required, where both the energy and
momentum transfer are adjusted to ensure that Q2 and pm are fixed at the required values.
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Q2 (GeV/c)2

4

3

He(e,e’p) H Ee=2.25 GeV

Missing Momentum (MeV/c)

FIG. 10. Simulated 4 He(e, e0 p)3 H kinematic coverage for the Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 settings listed in
Table I. The respective HMS settings are indicated by color: Blue: pm = 0, Green: pm = +0.140
MeV/c, Cyan: pm = +0.220 MeV/c. All acceptance cuts listed in the text, as well as a missing
mass cut to select the t + p final state, are applied. The solid and dashed lines indicate a possible
binning of these data.

These pm settings are given in the third column of Table I and the expected event yield for
the 4 He data is shown in Fig. 11. Our simulations indicate that the deuterium coincidence
rate (for same unit luminosity, and after cuts) is a factor of 10 higher than 4 He at pm = 0,
with the ratio dropping to about 1.5 at large missing momentum. A Q2 binning cut of
0.85 < Q2 < 1.15 (GeV/c)2 was applied, and the data were divided into bins of proton
virtuality from −0.15 (GeV/c2 )2 to 0. Projected uncertainties for the polarization transfer
ratio are shown in Fig. 8. In order to make the most definitive statement possible on the
polarization-transfer ratio at large proton virtualities in a given beam time, we have decided
to concentrate the data acquisition to x > 1, corresponding to positive missing momenta.
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3

2

He(e,e’p) H 0.85<Q2<1.15 (GeV/c) Ee=2.25 GeV

Events

4

Missing Momentum (MeV/c)

FIG. 11. Simulated 4 He(e, e0 p)3 H coverage in missing momentum for the Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 settings
listed in Table I. The kinematic coverage of the respective HMS settings are indicated by color: Blue:
pm = 0, Green: pm = +0.140 MeV/c, Cyan: pm = +0.220 MeV/c, Black: sum of all 3 settings. All
acceptance cuts listed in the text, as well as a missing mass cut to select the t + p final state, and a
cut on Q2 , are applied.
1 H(e, e0 p)

Scans We propose to acquire scans of hydrogen elastic scattering events at
Q2 = 1.0, and 1.8 (GeV/c)2 . As shown in Fig. 12, seven settings of HMS momentum, from
δHMS = −11.1% to +12.5% will provide good coverage across the HMS focal plane. This
will allow the instrumental asymmetries of the FPP to be studied, as well as to provide a
reference for the polarization-transfer-ratio measurements.

C.

Instrumentation

Spectrometers This experiment requires a maximum HMS momentum of 2.0 GeV/c,
which is well within the region of well known HMS matrix elements. No HMS optics checks

HMS y_fp (cm)
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1

H(e,e’p) Q2=1.0 (GeV/c)2 Elastics Scan Ee=2.25 GeV

HMS x_fp (cm)

FIG. 12. Simulated 1 H(e, e0 p) focal plane scan for the Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 settings listed in Table I.
The data are color coded according to the HMS momentum setting. Seven settings, from δHMS =
−11.1% to +12.5% will provide good coverage across the HMS focal plane.

are planned. The experiment also requires the use of the SHMS up to a central momentum
setting of 3.4 GeV/c, at relatively large angles 19.8◦ < θSHM S < 29.8◦ . In comparison to the
planned SHMS characteristics, these are relatively modest demands, which should be suited
for relatively early running – possibly as one of the SHMS commissioning experiments. We
expect the initial SHMS commissioning procedure to meet the relatively modest demands
of this experiment, and so we do not request beam time for additional SHMS optics checks.
Target The use of hydrogen, deuterium and 4 He cryogenic targets are proposed for this
experiment. Since only two cryo-targets are typically mounted on the ladder at a time, the
necessity to switch from 1 H to 2 H at each beam energy will cause some downtime estimated
at 12 hours per change. This downtime has been included as one of the configuration changes
in the beam request in Table V. Since the scattered electron angle is no larger than 30◦ ,
our rate estimates assume the use of an 8 cm cryotarget. Several approved HMS+SHMS
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experiments also assume the use of an 8 cm cryotarget, so we expect this to be one of the
standard target cell geometries to be available after the upgrade. The target windows will
be viewed by both spectrometers at most angle settings, so target empty measurements
must also be made. We expect the resulting luminosity and rate to be well within the
operational experience of previous Hall C standard equipment experiments.
Beam The standard Hall C beamline hardware will be used. In addition to the raster
systems, super-harps permit accurate measurements of beam size and angle. The Hall C
Moller Polarimeter measures the polarization of the electron beam arriving in Hall C. As
shown in the following section, knowledge of the absolute beam polarization is required
for the extraction of the polarization-transfer observables. The Hall C Moller operates by
observing the rate of production of Moller electrons at 90◦ in the center of mass when the
beam strikes a thin iron target. The outer shell electrons in the iron are polarized parallel (or anti-parallel) to the beam direction by a 4 T magnetic field. The Moller electron
production rate differs when the beam and target electron spins are aligned parallel or
anti-parallel to one-another. Measurement of this rate difference provides a measure of the
beam polarization. The Hall C Moller Polarimeter is able to provide an absolute polarization measurement with an accuracy better than 1.5%. Typically, a beam polarization
measurement can be carried out in about one hour (plus approximately one hour of setup
overhead), and since the electron spin precession from the source to Hall C varies with
beam energy, we plan to measure the beam polarization at the beginning of each kinematic
setting (typically eight hours of calendar time overhead).
FPP As noted above, the polarization of the recoil proton will be measured in the Focal
Plane Polarimeter (FPP) which has been previously installed in the detector shield house of
the HMS in Hall C for the GEp-III and GEp-2γ experiments. In its current configuration,
the FPP consists of two (passive) CH2 analyzer blocks in series, with each one followed by
two drift multiwire chambers with a sensitive area of 2.06 m2 ; it is shown installed in the
HMS detector hut in Fig. 13.
At the proton momenta considered in this experiment, the double polarimeter configuration results in typical efficiencies (i.e. the number of incident protons that nuclear scatter
in either CH2 block at a significant polar angle and are detected in the corresponding wire
chamber pair) for single track events of approximately 40-45%. In the GEp-III and GEp-2γ
experiments, it was determined that clear identification of single track events led to the
highest coefficient of merit for the polarimeter, as multi-track events are seen to have significantly reduced analyzing power. As it will provide a benefit to not only this experiment,
but also for other experiments which plan to use the FPP in Hall C following the upgrade,
the current plan is to enhance the tracking capability of the existing FPP chambers by
adding extra tracking planes (through the efficient redistribution of planes from a spare
chamber that has already been constructed). In addition to enhancing the overall tracking
efficiency of the FPP, it is expected that this will also significantly reduce instrumental
uncertainties in the device, which is of benefit in the extraction of the induced polarization,
Py .
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FIG. 13. The Focal Plane Polarimeter (FPP) installed in the Hall C HMS detector hut.

For this experiment, because of the relatively low proton momentum in the HMS, the
thickness of CH2 in each analyzer will need to be reduced at some kinematic settings.
Moreover, installation of the FPP in the HMS detector hut requires the removal of the second
layer of triggering scintillators (the so-called “S2” layer). To compensate for this, for the
Gep-III/Gep-2γ experiments, a new scintillator detector (known as “S0”) was constructed
and installed in the space between the exit window of the HMS spectrometer and the
HMS wire chambers. At the relatively high proton momenta of these experiments, the
multiple scattering is small in S0, and thus HMS tracking is not significantly affected.
However, for the current experiment, this will not be the case. In addition, the S0 detector
was constructed to detect primarily elastic protons in scattering from hydrogen, which are
confined to a narrow region of the focal plane in the HMS. Therefore, it is simply not large
enough to cover the entire focal plane of the HMS, as is required in this proposal.
Thus, we are proposing to construct a new CH2 analyzer system, which will allow for
varying CH2 thickness, as required for this experiment, and will also serve as an additional
trigger layer. For this experiment, we require three thicknesses of analyzer – 5 cm, 20 cm,
and 40 cm – to optimize the scattering efficiency in the FPP at the various momentum
settings of the HMS. To allow for this optimization, each FPP analyzer will consist of a
“passive” CH2 part, and an “active” scintillator layer, which will provide an additional
trigger layer for the experiment, and will also serve as analyzer material. The passive
part of each analyzer will consist of “split” CH2 blocks (to allow for straight-though track
calibrations) which will be similar in design to the current system. Each analyzer in the
FPP will have two sets of 20 cm-thick blocks. In addition, each analyzer will have an
active scintillator layer (behind the passive CH2 analyzer), consisting of ten (5 cm thick
× 15 cm high) horizontal (i.e. x-direction) scintillators. Incidentally, we plan to use the
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TABLE II. HMS focal plane polarimeter CH2 /scintillator layer configurations for the range of HMS
proton momenta in the experiment. FPP1 and FPP2 refer to the first and second analyzers of the
polarimeter, respectively.
Proton Momentum
Range (GeV/c)

FPP1

FPP2

CH2 (cm) Scint. (cm) CH2 (cm) Scint. (cm)

0.700 – 0.900

20.0

5.0

-

5.0

0.900 – 1.125

40.0

5.0

-

5.0

1.125 – 1.300

40.0

5.0

20.0

5.0

Above 1.300

40.0

5.0

40.0

5.0

existing HMS S2 scintillator readout electronics for the two new scintillator layers. The
specific configuration of the analyzers for the range of HMS proton momenta required in
this experiment is given in Table II.
The azimuthal distribution of the protons which undergo a second scattering in the
analyzer depends upon the proton polarization due to the spin-orbit part of the strong
nuclear force [64]. The degree of polarization is directly related to the asymmetry of this
angular distribution by:
h

i

Np (θ, φ) = Np 1 + (ai + Ay (θ)Pyf p ) sin φ + (bi − Ay (θ)Pxf p ) cos φ ,

(3)

where Np is the number of protons incident on the polarimeter which scatter into a given
angular range, and ai and bi parameterize instrumental asymmetries. Empirically, the
analyzing power, Ay , is the amplitude, A, of the asymmetry resulting from the scattering of
a particle with polarization, Py , i.e. Ay = PAy . Based on previous experiments (at JLab and
elsewhere), the maximum analyzing power has been found to be proportional to 1/p, the
inverse of the proton momentum, over a large range of proton momenta. It is also true that
Amax
occurs at a fixed value of the transverse momentum transfer, pT = p sin(ϑf pp ) ' 0.3
y
GeV/c. Finally, the shape of the analyzing power distribution as a function of ϑ is largely
independent of momentum. These ideas together allow us to obtain reliable predictions for
the analyzing power distributions for all of the proton momenta in the experiment.
In terms of determining the expected uncertainties in the measured polarization observables, the crucial feature of the polarimeter is its coefficient of merit (COM), defined as
R max
COM= ϑϑmin
(ϑ)A2y (ϑ)dϑ ∼ A2y , where (ϑ) is the differential fraction of events scattered
in the analyzer at polar angle ϑ. The differential scattering fraction has been estimated from
a full Geant3-based simulation of the polarimeter. Estimates obtained for the scattering
fraction from this simulation are in good agreement with the results of previous experiments, including the recent Gep-III/Gep-2γ experiments in Hall C. Thus, we are confident
in our estimates for this new experiment.
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As the proton travels through the HMS, its spin precesses due to the interaction of the
magnetic moment of the proton with the magnetic elements of the HMS, which consists of
a series of quadrupole magnets as well as the principal vertical bend dipole magnet.
The proton polarization at the spectrometer focal plane is related to its polarization at
the target by a spin matrix:


Pfp
x







  Sxx Sxy Sxz

 

 fp  
 Py  =  Syx Syy Syz
 

 


Pzf p

Szx Szy Szz

Pxtar



  tar
  Py



Ptar
z









(4)

The focal plane polarimeter measures only the transverse and normal, Pyf p and Pxf p , components of the proton polarization. The spin matrix is calculated using a model of the
spectrometer with the differential-algebra-based transport code COSY. Details are given in
Ref. [65] regarding the method for extracting the target polarizations from the knowledge
of the spin matrix and measurement of the N (θ, φ) distributions. For a standard QQQD
magnet spectrometer, the spin matrix components, Sxx , Syx , and Syz , are almost zero
when averaged over the phase space, and thus for the HMS spectrometer, the systematic
uncertainties due to spin precession are expected to be relatively small. In addition, for
the purposes of calculating projected uncertainties for this experiment, it is an excellent
approximation to consider spin precession in the dipole magnet of the HMS only. In this
case, the focal plane polarization components are written as:
Pxf p = Pytar cos χHMS ± hPztar sin χHMS

(5)

Pyf p

(6)

=

±hPxtar

where h is the electron beam polarization, and χHMS is the spin precession angle in the
dipole magnet of the HMS. The azimuthal angular distributions of the sum and difference
of the two electron beam helicity states are then, respectively:


Np+ (θ, φ) + Np− (θ, φ)
= 1 + ai sin φ + bi + Ay (θ)Pytar cos χHMS cos φ,
2Np
+
Np (θ, φ) − Np− (θ, φ)
= hAy (θ)Pxtar sin φ − hAy (θ)Pztar sin χHMS cos φ.
2Np

(7)
(8)

q

The uncertainty in the Fourier components of these distributions is given by N2p , where
Np is the number of protons which scatter in the analyzer in a given angular range. Thus,
the uncertainties on the target polarizations are:
s

σ(Pxtar )

=
s

σ(Pytar )

=

2
,
Np h2 A2y
2
,
Np A2y cos2 χHMS

s

σ(Pztar )

=

Np h2 A2y

2
.
sin2 χHMS

(9)
(10)
(11)
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D.

Rates

Our real-rate estimates are based on SIMC [66] Monte Carlo simulations of the Hall C
spectrometers, incorporating the actual spectrometer acceptances and radiative effects. We
also assume:
• Cryotarget cell diameter of 8 cm.
• Maximum beam current of 75 µA, with a polarization of 85%.
• DAQ rate up to ∼2 kHz with acceptable dead time.
• An average FPP scattering efficiency of 42%, and effective overall analyzing power
given as 70% of the maximum analyzing power Amax
= 0.029 + 0.34(1/p), where p is
y
the proton momentum in GeV/c. Both of these are determined from our analysis of
the recent Gep-2γ data, together with GEANT simulations of the FPP.
The 4 He(e, e0 p) real coincidence rate estimates are based on a spectral function model
of the form
S(precoil , Esep ) = S(precoil )S(Esep )
where S(precoil ) is the Urbana momentum distribution employed by MCEEP [67] for the
two-body breakup channel 4 He(e, e0 p)3 H and S(Esep ) is the 4 He(e, e0 p) missing energy distribution measured by Richard Florizone, et al. The real coincidence rates listed in Table
III include no missing mass cuts, while the uncertainties shown in Figs 7, 8, and Table IV
include the effect of spectrometer acceptance and missing mass cuts. The 2 H and 1 H real
coincidence rates are based on parameterizations of existing data, as implemented in SIMC.
Singles rates in the HMS and SHMS were examined for p(e, e0 π + ) data taking [68], and
are listed in Table III. The total singles rates are well below the capability of the detector
packages, which were constructed with multi-MHz singles rates in mind. For the purpose of
calculating online random coincidence rates, the HMS trigger rate is taken as equal to the
raw trigger rate (we do not distinguish pions and protons in the HMS online). The SHMS
trigger rate is taken as due to electrons only, since our calculations project raw π − rates
under 100 Hz, which should be further reduced by an expected online π − rejection rate
of 25:1. The random coincidence rate is then given by (HMS trigger rate)(SHMS trigger
rate)∆t, where the coincidence resolving time ∆t = 40 nsec. In all cases the expected
reals:randoms coincidence rate ratio is expected to be at least 9:1. The real coincidence
rate is particularly large for two 1 H, 2 H settings at Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 . In these cases,
the beam current used in the rate estimate was adjusted downwards to keep the resulting
online real + random rates below ∼ 2 kHz. Reliable cross sections have been measured with
the Hall C standard equipment and deadtimes > 50%, which corresponds to a significantly
higher rate than the upper limit assumed here. Offline, the relevant resolving time is 2 nsec
and the reals to randoms ratio will be at the few percent level in all cases after further
particle and channel identification cuts.
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TABLE III. Projected SHMS and HMS rates from a 8 cm cryogenic target. The HMS+SHMS
random coincidence rates (e− ) · (π + + p) assume a resolving time of 40 ns and no particle ID or
missing mass cuts, thus corresponding to the online rate only; offline cuts will reduce this number
to a few percent of the reals. In the case of the hydrogen elastics settings, only the highest rates of
that setting are shown.
Tgt

pm

I

SHMS Singles Rates HMS Singles Rates Random coinc. Real coinc.

(MeV/c) (µA)

(kHz)
e−

(kHz)

π−

π+

(Hz)

(Hz)

p

Q2 =1.0 (GeV/c)2 , Ee =2.250 GeV
4

He +0.220

75

6.1

0.06

1.0

5.9

1.7

23.7

+0.140

75

2.3

0.06

3.3

13

1.5

121

0.0

75

3.1

0.06

6.6

22

3.6

364

+0.220

75

14

0.02

4.0

16

11.2

21.4

+0.140

75

18

0.02

14

25

28.1

268

0.0

50

13

0.02

19

28

24.0

1675

0.0

25

8

0

5.4

0.4

1.8

2105

2

1

H

H

Q2 =1.8 (GeV/c)2 , Ee =4.400 GeV
4

He

1

H

0.0

75

10

0.1

1.3

1.1

1.0

161

0.0

75

11

0

0.7

0.5

0.6

1405

E.

Background

Once a combination of online hardware and offline software has determined that there
was a coincidence between an electron in the SHMS and proton in the HMS, there remain
several backgrounds of the incoherent ‘non-physics’ variety: random coincidences and events
from the target endcaps.
The electronic coincidence resolving window will be roughly 40 nsec. Offline our excellent
coincidence time resolution enables us to reduce the relevant resolving time to 2 nsec with
negligible inefficiency. This is the first level of suppression of random coincidences.
The missing (or undetected residual) mass is reconstructed from the final electron and
detected hadron 4-momenta:
2
m2m = Pm
= (Pe − Pe0 + Ptgt − Pp )2

A histogram indicating the anticipated missing mass resolution is shown in Fig. 14. These
missing mass simulations incorporate the spectral function model discussed in Sec. II D and
radiative effects. We expect a ±5 MeV cut around the 3 H missing mass (for the 4 He(e, e0 p)
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He(e,e’p) H 0.85<Q <1.15 (GeV/c) Ee=2.25 GeV
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He(e,e’p) H 1.60<Q <2.00 (GeV/c) Ee=4.40 GeV
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2
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FIG. 14. Simulated reconstruction of the 3 H missing mass for the 4 He(e, e0 p) reaction. The yellow
region indicates the applied missing mass cut used in the rate estimates of this proposal. All
acceptance cuts listed in the text, and the indicated cuts on Q2 , are also applied.

data) to reduce the final random coincidence contamination to the few percent level.
Since SIMC sometimes underestimates the anticipated missing mass resolution, and the
SHMS is only now being built, it is yet to be demonstrated that our measurement will
achieve the missing mass resolution indicated in our simulations. However, even if the
obtained missing mass resolution is ∼ 40% than our simulations indicate, the experimental
result should not be adversely affected. This is because previous 4 He(~e, e0 p~) measurements
indicate that the polarization transfer observables in the ‘near breakup’ region are the same
(within uncertainties) as the 3 H peak. Therefore, we might even consider to broaden the
missing mass cut to obtain extra statistics if the reals/accidentals ratio is favorable. HMS
punch-through events also contribute to the missing mass tail, but typically 50-100 MeV
higher than the exclusive peak. Since this far from any missing mass cut we would expect
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to use, we have not included this effect in our rate simulations.
We also do not expect spin-dependent scattering in the target material to mimic any
medium modification effects in 2 H and 4 He. Proton-nucleus scattering at small angles (< 3o )
is strongly dominated by Coulomb scattering, which is spin-independent, and protons with
larger scattering angles will not meet the imposed kinematic constraints of quasi-elastic
scattering with 3 H in the final state. In either case, spin-dependent scattering does not play
a role in this experiment and has not been included in our simulations.
Finally, we have chosen the target length to be 8 cm. We expect that both spectrometers will view the end windows in all settings, making window background subtractions a
necessity. Because the aluminum windows are each 4 mils thick, the ratio of protons in the
windows to protons in the liquid hydrogen is about 10%. However, the surviving window
background after cuts is typically found to be only 1%. The reduction from the naive 10%
to the measured 1% is presumably due to a combination of final state interactions, SHMS
ytarget acceptance, and missing mass cuts. The Hall C “empty” target consists of two 40
mil thick aluminum windows separated by 8 cm, which can tolerate up to 30 µA. Thus, our
“empty” data come in 4 times = (40 mil × 30 µA) /( 4 mil × 75 µA) faster than window
events on the real target. We have allocated an amount equal to 10% of the 4 He running
time for these dummy target runs.

F.

Uncertainties

A summary of the expected uncertainties for the low-missing-momentum portions of the
proposed experiment at Q2 = 1.0 and Q2 = 1.3 (GeV/c)2 is given in Table IV. For the
expected uncertainties at larger values of proton virtuality see Fig. 8. The main quantity of
interest in this experiment is the polarization double ratio, (Px0 /Pz0 )A /(Px0 /Pz0 )H . In forming
this quantity, systematic errors largely cancel.
• The polarizations are ratio quantities reflecting a modulation of the φ-distribution
relative to the flat, unpolarized baseline. Therefore, polarizations are relatively insensitive to luminosity, global detector efficiencies and spectrometer solid angles.
• The helicity-dependent polarizations are determined by taking differences of the φdistributions for left and right beam helicities. This has the effect of canceling the
instrumental asymmetries for the polarization transfer observables to first order.
• The ratio Px0 /Pz0 is independent of the polarimeter analyzing power and the beam
polarization.
• The only significant experimental systematic uncertainty in the determination of the
polarization ratio is the determination of the spin precession in the spectrometer. We
estimate these uncertainties for Px0 /Pz0 to be of the order ±0.01. By further taking the
ratio to the free case, (Px0 /Pz0 )A /(Px0 /Pz0 )H , the spin-precession errors partly cancel.
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The extraction of Py will require a greater degree of understanding of the apparatus,
especially with respect to instrumental uncertainties. Dedicated 1 H(e, e0 p~) elastic data allowed us to significantly reduce the systematic uncertainties in Py in E03-104 compared to
our previous measurements [45]. We the help of the proposed 1 H(~e, e0 p~ ) data we hope to
achieve the same for the proposed experiment and obtain systematic uncertainties in Py in
the order of ±0.01.
TABLE IV. Projected uncertainties for the induced polarization and polarization-transfer ratio in
the (~e, e0 p~) reaction for 1 H elastic data and data on 2 H and 4 He, integrated over a missing momentum
range of ∆pm . The systematic uncertainties for Py are about 0.01, the systematic uncertainties for
the ratio Px0 /Pz0 are about 0.01; χHMS is the average spin-precession angle.
Q2nominal

Ebeam χHMS

∆pm

1

2

H

4

H

He

(GeV2 /c2 ) (GeV) (deg) (MeV/c) σ(Px0 /Pz0 ) σ(Py ) σ(Px0 /Pz0 ) σ(Py ) σ(Px0 /Pz0 )
1.0

2.25

70.1

±100

0.0031

0.0041

0.0047

0.0048

0.0052

1.8

4.40

91.4

±175

0.0052

–

–

0.0727

0.0062

III.

BEAM REQUEST

The beam request allows sufficient events to be acquired to measure the 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H
polarization-transfer double-ratios at Q2 = 1.0 and 1.8 (GeV/c)2 to dR/R ≈ 1 − 2%, see
Fig. 7. Projected data for the 4 He(~e, e0 p~ )3 H and 2 H(~e, e0 p~ )n polarization-transfer doubleratios for various proton virtuality bins at Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 are shown in Figs. 8. Our
overhead assumes 8 hours per beam energy change and an additional 12 hour overhead for
a target configuration change at Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 .
In addition, because the experiment requires only very modest SHMS capabilities,
PSHM S <3.5 GeV/c, and 19.8◦ < θSHM S < 29.8◦ , our measurement is a good candidate
for relatively early running – possibly as one of the SHMS commissioning experiments.
A summary of the beam request is given in Table V.
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